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Blood And Snow, Books 1-4: Blood
And Snow

"Lips red as rubies, hair dark as night. Drink your true love's blood, become the Vampire, Snow
White." Every thousand years, the vampire queen selects a new body, always the fairest in the land,
and this time she's chosen snow white. Blood and Snow: Snow White lives in Salem,
Massachusetts, with her dad, stepmother, and her cat, Gatsby. Her entire life she's been teased for
her fairy tale name, and the fact that her seven best friends happen to be guys whose names begin
with the same letters as the seven dwarves. Everything changes on a trip into Boston, where an
unseen stranger bites her, and she's transformed into something not quite human. Revenant in
Training: Snow has been transformed into a revenant - not quite human and not quite vampire. She
must discover how to live with the changes, hopefully without killing anyone. The Vampire
Christopher: As a revenant, Snow White craves blood. Especially the blood of her Hunter. But will
drinking from him save or enslave her? Blood Soaked Promises: Snow White must come to terms
with her bloodlust. It's one thing to drink the blood of her Hunter, something else entirely to drink the
blood of a human.
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When I bought this "series" I thought I was getting an awesome deal....truth is the "series" equates
one book that utterly leaves you hanging......that said, its well written, with a quick pace and an
original, intriguing plot. Although it could be more clear at times, details more fleshed out, scenes
more deeply explored, this writer keeps you captivated and entertained. Definitely worth the price of

the series and I eagerly await the next installation of the series.

I love this series, and to have them all to gether is fantastic. I can't get enough of RaShelle
Workman's Blood and Snow series. It is a definite must read, especially if you like fairy tales and
vampires. RaShelle weaves a tale that keeps you guessing and leaves you with unexpected
surprises and waiting and wanting to find out more. It is so much fun to dive into the world of Snow
and her discoveries of the world around her she always thought was just super normal, and then
suddenly not so much. Once you start, you get yanked full throttle into the story and it doesn't let up
and when you least expect it... Pow! I can't wait to get my hands on vol 5 to find out what happens
to Snow now that things have taken such an huge unexpected turn in the story. How will things turn
out for Snow? Christopher? Gabe? I am so excited to find out!

I was not impressed by this story whatsoever. It was very misleadinging first off because it lead
youTo assume that you were recieving a great deal for the price but it is 4 very short stories thatI
would call nothing more than chapters. I will say however that the concept was trying to presentWas
an interesting one. But will I buy anymore related to this one? Probably not.

I thoroughly enjoyed this read. The only disappointment is that they are too short :(. Other than that
I'm excited for the next volumes to come out so I can continue on this journey with Snow.

I was hooked because this story is different from all the other vampire young adult books out there.
Same premise -awkward teenage girl with absent parents, doesn't realize her beauty, etc., but the
whole Snow White theme gives it a unique spin. Note that the individual volumes are very short, so
reading all four volumes in this collection is equivalent to reading one regular length book. Can't wait
for the next issue!

The book is very YA. It is very short. It is very frustrating, and not as much as the hype lead me to
believe it would be. If you want a quick easy read then you will love this book. Not a lot of depth,
mostly easy to follow simple storyline. I prefer something that is more of a challenge, with more
meat to it. While others will like an easy novella I am disappointed at its fast pace, limited
accomidations, and simple structure.

The story was confusing, didnt really give much detail about her becoming a vampire and when she

was dreaming you didn't know if she was awake or dreaming. There is no ending to this story so in
my opinion it was a waste of time to read

I have no idea how this is rated so high. It's like a 15 year old read Twilight and House of Night and
decided she wanted go write a story too. It just keeps going and going with such droll description
and dialogue. The grammar is terrible and there aren't question marks where there ought to be,
random commas, places lacking commas, overuse of bold and underlined things instead of the
better use of italics. I tried to finish it, I really did, but I hit this gag point halfway through and kept
stopping every couple of minutes until I finally couldn't take it anymore.
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